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Richard trager quotes

Share Who's there? If you want to live, get to the dam waiter! C'mon man, put in! Hey, you're that little priest man, right? Witnesses and whatever. You must be exhausted. Let's take a break? ... Heavier than you see. Little cardio won't kill you. All right. Let's get started. Always arms and legs in the car. I love the mountain air up here at night. Do you want to
go out and take a walk? Now, run freely. I'm not in a hurry. No. No problem. Nose on the whetstone. I like that. Well, let's see. Just this way. Shu, shh. You weren't biting that tongue for any use anyway. Actually, I'm just tired of licking my cutouts. Come on, we're here. Thank you for coming. We'll start your consultation soon, I'll just need a second to wash it
off. Home Movie !... And it will give us a chance to talk. I'm worried about how much time I've spent with Father Martin. I know... I hope you don't confuse you with him. No evil to the guy, but I sometimes worry that he might be just a little bit.crazy. It's understandable, people are scared, they're like heading to God just like anything else. God died in the Gold
Standard. We are now working on a more concrete faith. There's no other way you'll have to take Paul away to pay Peter. What happens when murder in its simplest form runs out of all money? And that's what I'm here for. Do you pay attention to make me believe? There. It's better now, don't you understand what we've done here? This thing is going to sell
itself! You're bored. You want to pay a little attention. I can understand it completely. Well, I'm here for you. I will pay very special attention to you. Fuck! Fuck! Is that true? Are you going to walk on me? All these bureaucrats with corporate luncheons and golden parachutes. Where are the survivors? Well, okay, I'm here. Listen, I'm in the middle of a
consultation, so you need to make it quick. I have to cut his leg first, amateur moves. Hey, no one likes Quitter! I'm close. That's who I am. Let's teach the seven habits of very avoided people. Featured! Let me... A dream to sell you. Well, I think I was right. I think I need to kill you openly. Well! Are you not a quick little buddy?Now, this is not a problem. I can
solve this. Please hang there for me. Oh, come on, buddy, we're not over yet. If someone has to win, someone has to lose here, I don't make rules. Oh, how did you get out? Are you a slippery little hooker? Well, you can understand this. Let's... To solve some problems. Oh, buddy. What are you trying to do? Didn't the old Rick try to reach out to you? I'm a
bee. It's profitable, pure and simple. Mr. Landin, you can't trade unless you have something to negotiate. Of course, it was Mr. Lanzin. Was he trying to take your jelly again in your dreams? He is preaching the dead gospel. The thing about our new product is that it's going to sell itself! Am I right or am I right? Do you want to know the mistakes you're made
here? You think you'll reveal something and everything just fits well. Some magnificent revelation, it understands the meaning of all these indescribable fears. It explains what can drive men to such an extreme of creative inmanity. I hate to be the one who breaks the bad news, but even if you think you understand what's going on here, you're just going to be
halfway through the rabbit hole. Anyone who has money has always been so to say what the truth is. But then, what happens when all the money runs out? It's faith. Money is a matter of faith. All we were trying to do was sell our dreams, but if we didn't have something to negotiate, we wouldn't be able to trade. You must be in a dream to buy it. You have to
do it. I have it. Faith. And that's what I'm here for. Believing community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless other specifically stated. Dr. Richard Rick Trager is a former Merkov executive who turned a variant doctor into performing torture surgery on other patients he captured to learn about their physiology and sell body parts. These surgeries are
very brutal and sadistic and are carried out in filthy conditions without anesthesia or pain relief, showing tiger madness and cruelty. Trager is Alex Iwanovachi's voice. Background Richard Tragger was once an executive in mount Massive Asylum's Maakov Research and Development Wing, during which time he had a great interest in the physiology of those
affected by his research. He became an experimental surgeon and performed live vivisection and exploratory surgery.Various turn inmates. He wears bloody surgeon costumes including clear glasses, mechanical monocles, torn surgeon masks and bloody surgical aprons. He is as insane as any other resident of exile, but he seems to be very functional, just
because of his obsession with experimenting with betraying his mental state. He is intelligent and clear-speaking and frequently speaks of Miles as a buddy. The feature Dr. Tragger is sadistic, but in contrast to people like martin Al Simbo, who is completely paranoid, he still shows signs of understanding and clarity. He is very cunning and employs tricky
scams to capture his victims. He believes himself to be a surgeon and collects body parts from what he dissects. StoryOutstrast Miles hears Trager beckon him through the dumb waiter and climbs in to escape the group pursuing variants. When he leaves the dam waiter, he is beaten to the ground by a tiger and then picked up and placed in a wheelchair.
Then he is tied to a chair with arm and leg restraints and rolls down into the hallway. They stop by near the exit of exile for a short time, Trager provokes Miles, and tells him to go out freely and take a walk. Tragger then took him to an elevator deep into the building, and Miles sees the various victims of the tiger falling apart. Tigers take Miles to a filthy
bathroom, renovates it into a makeshift operating room, removes Miles' camera, and puts it in the sink in front of him. Tragger strikes his hand, and then begins to talk to Miles about religion and Father Martin. Then he grabs a pair of large shears and, with the intention of selling them, cut out two of Miles' fingers and leave the room. Miles then leaves the
restraint, leaves the room, discovers another victim of a tiger tied to a hospital bed, and reveals that he is an ex-Merkov executive like a tiger. The executive then struggles for Trager to kill the executive, begins to shout, discovers that Miles has escaped, and begins to search the entire floor in search of him. Miles avoids the tiger, grabs the elevator key, then
runs into the elevator and tries to escape to the lower floor. When the tiger is moving, he breaks through the elevator door, fights Miles, and pushes it back through the door. Because the elevator was moving, this crushes the tiger and cracies the elevator. Miles must climb through the hatch of the roof. Outrast: Whistleblower Trager's body was pulled out by a
pair of Merkov tactical soldiers, which he could see on the floor next to the crushed elevator. Dialogue You've make the right choice here, buddy. C'mon man, getI've seen what they can do! Hey, you're that little priest man, right? Witnesses and whatever. You must be exhausted. Take a break, buddy? ... Heavier than you see. Little cardio won't kill you. All
right. Let's get started. Always arms and legs in the car. I love the mountain air so far at night. Do you want to go out and take a walk? Come on, run freely. I'm not in a hurry. No. No problem. Nose to the whetstone. I like that. Well, then. Just this way. Shu, Shu. You didn't use that tongue for anything anyway. To tell the truth, I'm just sick of licking my hand.
Come on, we're here. Thank you for coming. We'll start your consultation soon, I'll just need a second to wash it off. Oh.. Home Movie !... And it will give us a chance to talk. I'm worried about how much time I've spent with Father Martin. I hope you don't let him confuse you with his sacred Bible. No evil to the guy, but I sometimes worry that he might be just a
little bit.crazy. It's understandable, people are scared, they're like relying on God just like anything else. God died in the Gold Standard. We are now working on a more concrete faith. You have to take Paul away to pay Peter, there is no other way. It's the simplest form, but what happens when all the money runs out? Well, money will be a matter of faith. And
that's what I'm here for. Don't pass me, there's still a lot for you to absorb. There it is. It's better now, don't you understand what we've done here? This thing is going to sell itself! I see what's going on here. You're bored. You want to pay a little attention. I can understand it completely. Well, I'm here for you. I will pay very special attention to you. Fuck! Fuck!
Is that true? Are you going to walk on me? If there's one thing I can't stand, it's a quitter! I have to cut his leg first, amateur moves. Hey, no one likes quitter! Buddy! That's who I am! Well, I'm here, I hear you're in the middle of a consultation, so you need to make it quick. Wow! You're not a quick little buddy, okay this is not a problem. I can solve this, hang
there for me! Let's teach the seven habits of very exiled people. Featured! Let me do it. Sell you. I need you to work with Buddy here! Oh, come on, Buddy, we're not done yet. If someone has to win, someone has to lose here, I don't make rules. Oh, how did you get out? Are you a slippery little hooker? Well, you can understand this. Let's... Solve some of
theOh, buddy. What are you trying to do? Didn't the old Rick try to reach out to you? I'm a bee. Let me sell my dreams!
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